Date of Event: 15th March 2020

Objective of Event: To increase awareness amongst students about the culture, history, heritage and linguistic fields of the paired state i.e. Orissa.

Recourse Person: Miss Tejaswini Nayak.

In awareness program conducted on 15th March 2020, Ms. Tejaswini Nayak, Student of S.Y.B.Tech Environmental Engineering and basically from Orissa has introduced Orissa culture to students. In her power point presentation she briefed students about various important places which are having historical importance from Orissa, various regions present in Orissa and how to best possible way to reach that place.

Also she explained students about some important specialties of Orissa about food, clothing, culture, Music etc. She explained the importance of movies in understanding culture, history, heritage of Orissa. She suggested names of few of them as must watch movies to understand the Orissa culture.
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